Use a __ to make sure a package isn't too heavy
Air pillows and __ wrap will cushion goods inside a box
FedEx, UPS and DHL are __ shipping companies
Many boxes can be stacked on a __ and shipped together
Rolled items can go in a __ tube
Don't throw away the __ label until you are happy with the item
A __ crate is good for shipping heavy items
__ straps can secure a wooden crate or stack of boxes
If you are shipping internationally, you will need to fill out a __ label
If something is delicate, mark it as __
An __ is a list of items delivered and how much they cost
Businesses include a __ list to make sure everything is in the box
Multiple items can be covered in __ wrap to keep them together
You have to pay __ or your item will not be shipped
Many shippers have __ on their packages for ease of tracking
A vacuum sealer will allow you to __ an item by removing the air
Letter, legal, manila, and padded are all types of __
A __ label will show if your item has been tampered with
Many packages have __ numbers so you know when it will arrive
A __ is made for opening packages, but scissors will also work
__ boxes are great for shipping
A __ package reduces moisture in the packaging during shipment
Label a package __ if it contains photos or certificates
Fireworks, lighter fluid, aerosols and paint are __ materials
You can purchase __ if your package is valuable
__ bags are used for items with varying quantities
__ stickers show if your package has suffered an impact
Special bags are used for __ discharge sensitive equipment
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